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Abstract: 

Telemedicine systems with information changing 

and expanding periodically had been a major 

complexity for database administrative staff. So in 

this paper, we introduce a threefold approach to 

reduce and overcome the above stated complexity. It 

also focuses on other difficulties such as distance 

and time constraints. The threefold approach 

includes data fragmentation, web clustering and data 

distribution. This approach reduces the amount of 

data transmitted for each transaction, increases 

processing speed and improves response time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

There are shortages of medical resources in rural areas 

or geographically isolated regions, so many physicians 

may be reluctant to serve in these areas. Therefore, 

people who live there will receive lower medical care 

than those who live in urban areas. There is an 

important need to develop a telemedicine system to 

improve the quality of medical services there and 

provide more educational opportunities to the 

physicians in these areas .Telemedicine can be defined 

as the providing of medical services over a distance. 

The Archiving and Communication System (PACS) 

will be used in the telemedicine process as this service 

requires patient history, medical images, and related 

information. By using PACS, we can find that the 

integrated telemedicine system consists of the 

following five subsystems: 1) Acquisition subsystem; 

2) Viewing subsystem; 3) Teleconferencing 

subsystem; 4) Communication subsystem; 5) Database 

management subsystem. The first subsystem is the 

acquisition subsystem which collects multimedia 

information, then converts it to a standard format (e.g., 

DICOM 3.0). The second one is the viewing 

subsystem which displays and manipulates the images 

and other medical information The third one is the 

teleconferencing subsystem which allows face-to-face 

interactive conference between physicians in rural 

areas and medical centers, this subsystem is not 

included in a PACS. The forth one is the 

communication subsystem which includes the 

connectivity method; local area networks (LAN’s)and 

a wide area network (WAN) to transmit and receive 

data .The patient medical record consists of the patient 

complaint, history of illness, results of physical 

examination, laboratory tests, and diagnostic images. 

The medical information may be of the following 

types: text, voice, image [e.g., x-ray, computed 

tomography (CT), or magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI)], and dynamic video (e.g., videos ophagogram 

and endoscopy) Thus, it is essential to design a 

medical information database for managing a huge 

amount of heterogeneous data. In some studies 

however, this approach may complicate archiving 

operations and introduce an inconsistency problem 

while concurrently accessing the image data. This 

management approach may make it difficult to access 

the videotapes and share them simultaneously. 

Moreover, the integration of video with text and 

images in a telemedicine system is a problem. To 

solve these problems, a data management 

methodology is proposed which is the fifth 

Subsystem, by which medical information can be 
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organized based on the patient’s complaint as well as 

the medical history. This will support a unified 

interface for manipulating and accessing the different 

types of all medical information mentioned above. 

The management of medical databases and the user 

interface has been implemented as major components 

of a telemedicine system through in Medical. Com 

web-Portal. 

 

RELATED WORK 

The researches done before this have focused mainly 

on designing database management systems with 

certain limited performance levels. It will be measured 

by amount of data transferred during the process. It 

can be either relevant or irrelevant data. As for as this 

type of processing is concerned it will increase the 

processing speed and response time. Many methods 

had been introduced to overcome this issue. All those 

techniques strongly believed that it can be achieved by 

utilizing any of the services such as data 

fragmentation, website clustering, distributed caching, 

database scalability. Even after introducing this 

techniques the increasing number of medical 

transactions and communications makes this difficult 

task. None of the existing system combined the 

threefold approach together which makes them 

difficult in handling the database systems. Adding to 

this, there’s not sufficient tools for handling the 

design, analysis and cost effective deployments of 

web telemedicine database systems Some of these data 

records may be overlapped or even redundant, which 

increase the I/O transactions’ processing time and so 

the system communications overhead. These works 

have mostly investigated fragmentation, allocation and 

sometimes clustering problems. The transactions 

should be executed very fast in a flexible load 

balancing database environment. When the number of 

sites in a web database system increases to a large 

scale. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our approach integrates three enhanced computing 

services’ techniques namely, database fragmentation, 

network sites clustering and fragments allocation we 

propose an estimation model to compute 

communications cost which helps in finding cost-

effective data allocation solutions. We perform both 

external and internal evaluation of our integrated 

approach. In our proposed system we develop a 

fragmentation computing service technique by 

splitting telemedicine database relations into small 

disjoint fragments. This technique generates the 

minimum number of disjoint fragments that would be 

allocated to the web servers in the data distribution 

phase. This in turn reduces the data transferred and 

accessed through different websites and accordingly 

reduces the communications cost. In the proposed 

system we introduce a high speed clustering service 

technique that groups the web telemedicine database 

sites into sets of clusters according to their 

communications cost. This helps in grouping the 

websites that are more suitable to be in one cluster to 

minimize data allocation operations, which in turn 

helps to avoid allocating redundant data. We propose a 

new computing service technique for telemedicine 

data allocation and redistribution services based on 

transactions’ processing cost functions. Develop a 

user-friendly experimental tool to perform services of 

telemedicine data fragmentation, websites clustering, 

and fragments allocation, as well as assist database 

administrators in measuring WTDS performance. 

Integrate telemedicine database fragmentation, 

websites clustering, and data fragments allocation into 

one scenario to accomplish ultimate web telemedicine 

system throughput in terms of concurrency, reliability, 

and data availability. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Data Fragmentation 

With respect to fragmentation, the unit of data 

distribution is a vital issue. A relation is not 

appropriate for distribution as application views are 

usually subsets of relations. Therefore, the locality of 

applications’ accesses is defined on the derivative 

relations subsets. Hence it is important to divide the 

relation into smaller data fragments and consider it for 

distribution over the network sites. Each record in 

each database relation as a disjoint fragment that is 
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subject for allocation in a distributed database sites. 

However, large number of database fragments is 

generated in this method, causing a high 

communication cost for transmitting and processing 

the fragments. In contrast to this approach, considered 

the whole relation as a fragment, not all the records of 

the fragment have to be retrieved or updated, and a 

selectivity matrix that indicates the percentage of 

accessing a fragment by a transaction is proposed. 

However, this research suffers from data redundancy 

and fragments overlapping. 

 

B. Clustering Websites 

Clustering service technique identifies groups of 

networking sites and discovers interesting 

distributions among large web database systems. This 

technique is considered as an efficient method that has 

a major role in reducing transferred and accessed data 

during transactions processing. Moreover, grouping 

distributed network sites into clusters helps to 

eliminate the extra communication costs between the 

sites and then enhances the distributed database 

system performance by minimizing the 

communication costs required for processing the 

transactions at run time. 

 

In a web database system environment where the 

number of sites has expanded tremendously and 

amount of data has increased enormously, the sites are 

required to manage these data and should allow data 

transparency to the users of the database. Moreover, to 

have a reliable database system, the transactions 

should be executed very fast in a flexible load 

balancing database environment. When the number of 

sites in a web database system increases to a large 

scale, the problem of supporting high system 

performance with consistency and availability 

constraints becomes crucial. Different techniques 

could be developed for this purpose; one of them is 

websites clustering. Grouping websites into clusters 

reduces communications cost and then enhances the 

performance of the web database system. However, 

clustering network sites is still an open problem and 

the optimal solution to this problem is NP-Complete. 

Moreover, in case of a complex network where large 

numbers of sites are connected to each other, a huge 

number of communications are required, which 

increases the system load and degrades its 

performance. 

 

C. Data Allocation (Distribution) 

Data allocation describes the way of distributing the 

database fragments among the clusters and their 

respective sites in distributed database systems. This 

process addresses the assignment of network node(s) 

to each fragment. However, finding an optimal data 

allocation is NP complete problem. Distributing data 

fragments among database websites improves 

database system performance by minimizing the data 

transferred and accessed during execution, reducing 

the storage overhead, and increasing availability and 

reliability where multiple copies of the same data are 

allocated. Many data allocation algorithms are 

described in them  Mliterature. The efficiency of these 

algorithms is measured in term of response time. An 

approach that handles the full replication of data 

allocation in database systems. In this approach, a 

database file is fully copied to all participating nodes 

through the master node. This approach distributes the 

sequences through fragments with a round-robin 

strategy for sequence input set already ordered by size, 

where the number of sequences is about the same and 

number of characters at each fragment is similar. 

However, this replicated schema does not achieve any 

performance gain when increasing the number of 

nodes. When a non-previously determined number of 

input sequences are present, the replication model may 

not be the best solution and other fragmentation 

strategies have to be considered. The fragment 

allocation problem in web database systems. He 

presented an integer programming formulations for 

the non-redundant version of the fragment allocation 

problem. This formulation is extended to address 

problems, which have both storage and processing 

capacity constraints. In this method, the constraints 

essentially state that there has been exactly one copy 

of a fragment across all sites, which increase the risk 

of data inconsistency and unavailability in case of any 
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site failure. However, the fragment size is not 

addressed while the storage capacity constraint is one 

of the major objectives of this approach. In addition, 

the retrieval and update frequencies are not considered 

in the formulations, they are assumed to be the same, 

which affects the fragments distribution over the sites. 

Moreover, this research is limited by the fact that none 

of the approaches presented have been implemented 

and tested on a real web database system A dynamic 

method for data fragmentation, allocation, and 

replication. The objective of this approach is to 

minimize the cost of access, re-fragmentation, and 

reallocation. DYFRAM 

algorithm of this method examines accesses for each 

replica and evaluates possible refragmentations and 

reallocations based on recent history. The algorithm 

runs at given intervals, individually for each replica. 

However, data consistency and concurrency control 

are not considered in DYFRAM. Additionally, 

DYFRAM doesn’t guarantee data availability and 

system reliability when all sites have negative utility 

values. A horizontal fragmentation technique that is 

capable of taking a fragmentation decision at the 

initial stage, and then allocates the fragments among 

the sites of DDBMS. A modified matrix MCRUD is 

constructed by placing predicates of attributes of a 

relation in rows and applications of the sites of a 

DDBMS in columns. Attribute locality precedence 

ALP; the value of importance of an attribute with 

respect to sites of distributed database is generated as 

a table from MCRUD. However, when all attributes 

have the same locality precedence, the same fragment 

has to be allocated in all sites, and a huge data 

redundancy occurs. Moreover, the initial values of 

frequencies and weights don’t reflect the actual ones 

in real systems, and this may affect the number of 

fragments and their allocation accordingly. A method 

for modeling the distributed database fragmentation 

by using UML 2.0 to improve applications 

performance. This method is based on a probability 

distribution function where the execution frequency of 

a transaction is estimated mainly by the most likely 

time. 

 

D. Collaborative filtering 

In CF recommendation techniques, items among those 

liked by similar Users (“neighbours”) are 

recommended to the active user. A user profile is built 

of the items that the user has rated highly, thus 

similarities in user tastes are deduced from previous 

ratings. Although widely used in commercial 

applications, collaborative RSs still have to overcome 

scalability and cold start problems that limit their 

performance. 

 

Content based clustering: 

CB techniques, user profiles are built from the 

characteristics of the items that a user has rated highly, 

and the items that he or she hasn’t yet tried are 

compared against them. The items with the higher 

estimated possibility of being liked are then 

recommended. Because CB techniques rely on more 

specific information about users and items, they’re 

able to recommend new items. However, they must 

overcome the recommendations’ limited diversity and 

possible overspecialization. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this work, we proposed a new approach to promote 

WTDS performance. Our approach integrates three 

enhanced computing services’ techniques namely, 

database fragmentation, network sites clustering and 

fragments allocation. We develop these techniques to 

solve technical challenges, like distributing data 

fragments among multiple web servers, handling 

failures, and making tradeoff between data availability 

and consistency. We propose an estimation model to 

compute communications cost which helps in finding 

cost-effective data allocation solutions. The novelty of 

our approach lies in the integration of web database 

sites clustering as a new component of the process of 

WTDS design in order to improve performance and 

satisfy a certain level of quality in web services. We 

perform both external and internal evaluation of our 

integrated approach. In the internal evaluation, we 

measure the impact of using our techniques on WTDS 

and web service performance measures like 

communications cost, response time and throughput. 
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In the external evaluation, we compare the 

performance of our approach to that of other 

techniques in the literature. The results show that our 

integrated approach significantly improves services 

requirement satisfaction in web systems. This 

conclusion requires more investigation and 

experiments. Therefore, as future work we plan to 

investigate our approach on larger scale networks 

involving large number of sites over the cloud. We 

will consider applying different types of clustering and 

introduce search based technique to perform more 

intelligent data redistribution. Finally, we intend to 

introduce security concerns that need to be addressed 

over data fragments. 
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